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A B S T R A C T 

India is witnessing V-shaped economic recovery post-pandemic. Indian leadership gave fillip to ancient phrase ‘Vasudev Kutumbakam’ during different economic/ 

civil / political occasions in the cause of promoting peace with security and fraternity minus linguistic and racial discriminations in the Comity of Nations. 

Human beings know that they have to focus on the present and future affairs rather than those gone-by gooney ones somehow in retrospection while momentarily 

piqued at the inactivity of Almighty Vishnu chanted and admired for His Vasudev Kutumbakam. 

The VK (Vasudev Kutumbakam) objectifies that all human beings are equal creations of Almighty Vasudev. There cannot be distractions such as blacks or whites 

or hollow-minded or short in height and so on and so forth limitless. All of us do belong to Almighty Vasudev who heads and leads His Family of us since inspired 

by “In God We Trust”.  Great leaders, loyal followers and dependent populations in troubled economic and defense scenario of exigencies pray for VK-ism to come 

along with security-peace-prosperity overall. This is the human nature.  

Alternatively, this Paper productively conceptualizes VK-ism, on lines of particular mode of Governance to herald V-change-Global-Order projected by VK-

interventioning among all Nations on Globe, ideally precipitated from in-force-Constitutionalism.  

Extramurally, my Research has no hesitation to testifying that V-shaped-Economic-Recovery enables V-Change-Global-Order with V standing for Vasudev of VK-

epitomization, conditional to having to put in place firstly VK-Governance-Method. Deductively, V-shaped economic recovery demands V-changing Global Order 

for upliftment of V-Governance method of VK-ism and optimization thereof, post-pandemic.  
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INTRODUCTION 

Post-pandemic, India’s credibility has evenly shot up to the status of becoming the Universal Master-Advisor, i.e., the Viswa Guru, in all sorts of climates, 

not only economic in nature but also defense and foreign policy systems, such that the near and far away offshore Nations too are looking forward to 

receiving India’s intervention at critical juncture of salvation from the unbaiting pandemic’s aftermath as well as confrontation with robberies of world’s 

peace and security.   

Indian economy is witnessing V-shaped recovery due to the Central Government’s all-round efforts amid COVID-19 and the post-pandemic signal is that 

there are good signs for Indian economy’s fast stabilizing throwing surprises in growth-rates of high potentials on account of ‘Double-Engine-Sarkar’ 

campaign launched with success by the firmly ruling BJP ( Bharatiya Janata Party )  all over India  . No doubt, the BJP has earned solid reputation in 

opening new leaf of India’s Political Democratic History as well as Economic Growth History in terms of downfallen political dynasticisms and uprising 

economic successes, respectively.  

In the non-BJP times of India, one even rarely never heard the references to the confidence-building ‘Vasudev Kutumbakam (VK)’ ideology as explained 

already through the means of Abstract just above read and so also reflected in the Title of the Paper for one to becoming self-obvious as to what it is all 

about.  
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1.1 EVERY RESEARCH HAS THE BEGINNING OF UNIQUE INDEX  

 

2. LITERATURE RANGE FROM VEDIC ETHICS TO MIND POWER SURVEY  

2.1. Vedic Cosmology and Ethics  

Bodewitz, H. (2019). Foreword. In Vedic Cosmology and Ethics, Leiden, The Netherlands: Brill. available from:    

<https://brill.com/view/book/edcoll/9789004400139/front-6.xml> [Accessed 11 January 2023]  

The author Henk taught Sanskrit and Vedic religion the University of Leiden. Aṭṭahāsa reverberated through academic meetings and in formal gatherings 

when Henk performed. And just as in the case of his divine counterpart Śiva Aṭṭahāsa, this laughing occasionally has a sardonic ring. Meetings with Henk 

Bodewitz are clear of tedium and this unique quality has brightened up academic events that were anything but frivolous. The daily evening and morning 

offering (Agnihotra) according to the Brāhmaṇas established Law of Vedic Theory and Practice in the field of the Vedic Brāhmaṇaism.. Henk Bodewitz’ 

interest shifted in later years from Vedic cosmology to ethics with Vedic virtues and merits, Knowledge is the contribution of the Brahmán, which is only 

actualized under exceptional circumstances, when something goes wrong.  

2.2. Pantheism in Vedic literature  

 Indianetzone. (2011, March 12). Pantheism in vedic literature. IndiaNetzone. Retrieved January 11, 2023,    

from https://www.indianetzone.com/53/pantheism_vedic_literature.htm 

Pantheism in Vedic Literature is the one of the major underlying principles of it. Pantheism is one of the fundamental doctrines of Hindu teachings.  

Pantheism in Vedic Literature is traceable to Rig Veda and that gathers force all the way down the stream of Hindu literature. The theme of Pantheism is 

also found in the Upanishads, the great epic poems and in the Puranas. The Vedic creed upon this subject is simplified into a conviction in the unity of 

all existing beings. The belief of Pantheism advocates that Universe and God are identical. Pantheism is one of the major themes of the philosophy of 

Advaita. Pantheism is a philosophical concept. Pantheism is a prehistoric notion. The concept of an underlying order to the cosmos is found in the Vedas. 

https://www.indianetzone.com/53/pantheism_vedic_literature.htm
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Throughout the Vedas many names associated with pantheistic forces like hiranya-garbha, narayana and the phrase tat tvam asi. The Vedas are concluded 

with the concept of Brahman which becomes the supreme principle from which everything originated and were maintained. Pantheism in Vedic Literature 

is the one of the major underlying principles of it. Pantheism is one of the fundamental doctrines of Hindu teachings  

2.3. Power of Mind as per Vedas  

<https://globalhinduism.wordpress.com/2012/01/07/power-of-mind-as-per-vedas/> 

Publisher Global Hinduism. “Power of Mind as per Vedas.” Global Hinduism, 7 Jan. 2012, globalhinduism.wordpress.com/2012/01/07/power-of-mind-

as-per-vedas/. Accessed 12 Jan. 2023.  

The Mind has the power of creating or undoing the whole universe in the twinkling of an eye. Slay this mind through Vichara (enquiry), destruction of 

Vasanas and control of its fluctuation. The power of the mind is indescribable and unimaginable. The greatest Siddhis and Riddhis are all the effects of 

the working of the highly purified mind. Terrific powers and psychic abilities are the expressions of the mind when it nears the All-powerful 

Consciousness which is the very existence of Power itself. There are beautiful stories in the Yogavasishtha which illustrate the existence of the dreadful 

powers of the mind. Mind is a crude form of the Chit aspect of the Reality.  

3.  INDIA’S FACTUAL MAP & ECONOMIC V-SHAPED RECOVERY FACTUAL   

Professional economists compare the shapely graph of potential economic recovery charted course to letters of Alphabet. Hence the Alphabet is famously 

popular as Recovery Alphabet. In a V-shaped recovery, an economy that has experienced a severe economic downturn experiences a rapid and strong 

recovery. This recovery is usually driven by a sharp change in economic activity due to a rapid adjustment in consumer demand and corporate capital 

spending. Also, described as rapid-fire adjustment of consumer demand and business investment spending for economy’s rapid-fire adaptation and quick 

recovery. So, due to the rapid adjustments of the economy and the speedy recovery of key macroeconomic indicators, a V-shaped recovery can be seen 

as the best scenario for an economy in recession. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. India’s Factual Map & Economic V-Shaped Recovery Factual 

India’s state of economy is stabilizing with V-shaped recovery from the onslaught of the Covid pandemic due to all-round caring efforts. Procurements 

from domestic players to fulfill both of the national and international requirements are in full swing. Domestic businesses are enjoying incremental access 

to trading with overseas foreign markets in general and financial markets in particular and are capable of newer challenging pros and cons related to the 

economy and related  sectors. The commercial ecosystem of the country is effective. The financial system as the keeper of the people’s confidence in 

financial institutions is the backbone of Indian economy during the pre and post-pandemic circumstances despite the world economy’s difficulties like 

supply chain disruptions and logistical bottlenecks caused by the devilish and devouring pandemic in addition to the ongoing war of Russia and Ukraine 

for long now. The entire World is suffering from one or the other kind of fractured production and trade-failure due to steep economic disturbances with 

reference to major commodity producers of food grains, oil-seeds, wheat, and hydro-carbons which are imported by India paying Himalayan prices. India 

continues to grow as one of the fastest growing major economies in the world in matters of optimum exports by feasible free trade agreements globally 

as master plan.  

4. THE CONNOTATION OF VASUDEV KUTUMBAKAM (VK)  

The VK has no unhappy connotations of punishment, repression, injustice, criminal forces, falsehood-mongers, backstabbers in relationships, selfish 

giants, thefts, rapists, murderers usurpers, tax-evaders, accounts-misappropriations, scandals, scams , financial frauds, flimsy litigants, land-grabbers, 

back-door-entry plotters for one-up-manhood and unity-breakers .  

https://globalhinduism.wordpress.com/2012/01/07/power-of-mind-as-per-vedas/
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On the contrary, the VK is an ideology for feeling of one with invoked sense of purified unity for one and all. Besides, VK’s literal or primary meaning 

is the Family of Vasudev. He is the Almighty God Vishnu as per the Vedic stacks from the beginning of the cosmic Universe even before the advent of 

mankind on inhabitable Earth rotating in the Universe of several Planets. He promotes His Family as the VK to which one belongs to and so also the 

connectivity of the other fellow-beings without reservations of neither gender-centric nor language-bias in nature.  Language and Gender are non-attributes 

so far as the VK is concerned since they are discriminatory forces at work of manipulation of justice to emanate from truthfulness alone without burden.   

5. PRO-HUMAN SCIENTIFIC IDEOLOGY OF VK-ISM   

Vasudeva Kutumbakam is a Sanskrit phrase from ancient Indian scriptures which means that the whole world is one (my) family. The Phrase / Verse 

finds place in the Maha-Upanishad and is brought forward into the Hitopadesha and India’s other prominent literary works.  

The VK has no element of doubt for verification of its credibility or credentials or both since it represents neither a low level nor a high level unity of 

human beings in reality. But, the VK is homogeneous formation of united-ness of all the human beings as its essence for its ultimate value as the VK 

without any sorts of commissions and omissions of natural human beings for claiming their belongingness to the VK and as such to lay their claim to the 

VK-ism.  

In other words of potential pro-humanity preaching’s on the Vedic-period-Earth , there existed for propagation on the arrow of time and cosmic chronology 

, the phrase Vasudhaiva Kutumbakam having been  made up of three Sanskrit (Devnagari) words as on display hereunder. 

➢ Vasudhaa =  Earth / World  

➢ Iva = Like  

➢ Kutumbakam = Large/Extended Family  

➢ Vasudhaa + Iva + Kutumbakam = Earth / World + Like + Large/Extended Family 

Fig of slide: VK-interpretational showcase 

6. SALIENT FEATURES OF VK-ISM  

➢ Unity   

➢ Cooperation  

➢ Mutual respect like giving respect and taking respect  

➢ Resolving Conflicts through dialogue, debate , discussion, sacred diplomacy by shunning argumentation in rivalry, discarding weapons and 

sacrificing minor differences 

➢ Reducing inequalities for harmony 

➢ Promotion of Peaceful methodologies in all walks of living full life-time. 

➢ Inclusive World of one for all & all for one, in all times of past, present and future in the role of roadmap to consistent betterment without 

despair /depression/ denigration.  
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7. THE ELECTION MANIFESTO UNDERLYING VK-ISM’S V-GOVERNANCE METHODOLOGY  

➢ Our world is one family 

➢ Encourage populations to look at themselves as part and parcel of a huge global and inter-national community  

➢ Handle and treat fellow-beings with softest kindness at heart  

➢ Show compassion when others or opponents go into severe difficulties and cannot stand alone on their legs. 

➢ Pour out respects and courtesies toward those across your pathways and destinations  

➢ Whole humanity is one currency , one icon , one soul, one understanding and one oneness 

➢ Not limited to constraints of cultural and spiritual incarnations but administratively operationalized global tool for our micromax World. 

8. RECOMMENDATION  

Just like the India-initiated Principles of Panchsheel doctrine at the United Nations Organization (UNO) for all Nations’ international code of conduct for 

world peace during the 20th Century days, now favorable time and tide have come once again for India to lead the World showing the Light of VK-ism 

doctrine to the comity of Nations directing them for promulgating VK-Constitutionalism internally and across their external boundaries spreading to all 

the mankind wholeheartedly.  

 9. CONCLUSION 

There is no room for developing cold feet by India in these times of nuclear espionage by Nations against one another and growing group-ism for silly 

ambitions such as the craving for land outside one’s borders by grabbing or intrusions and eagerness to become a Super Power in the World. Slow and 

steady wins the race and so, India needs to canvass for UNO’s absorption and adoption of VK-ism sooner than later  
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